Each month, our children’s book selector puts together a short list of new books we think you should know about. View last month’s list and place holds online at go.lincc.org/ockidsnew1223.

FEATURED BOOK LISTS

Caldecott Medal Winners  
go.lincc.org/ockidscald

Mysteries  
go.lincc.org/ockidsmyst

Income Inequality  
go.lincc.org/ockidsineq

EVENTS | JANUARY 2024

Jan. 2  | *Creative Kit (Contact Paper Collages)
Jan. 3  | *Art Lab (Yamamoto Yarn Art) at 2:30 or 3:15
Jan. 10 | *Young Teen Book Jeopardy at 3:30
Jan. 13 | *LEGO Lab at 10:30 or 11:30
Jan. 17 | *Art Lab (Klimt Collages) at 2:30 or 3:15
Jan. 27 | Red Yarn Concert at 10:30 (Pioneer Center)

*Music & Movement 6-Week Class
Wed at 10:15  
January 3-31

*Weekly Storytimes
Tues & Thurs at 10:15  
Jan. 4, 9, 11, 16, 18, 23, 25, 30 & Feb. 1

Library closed January 1 in observance of New Year’s Day and January 15 in observance of MLK Jr. Day

*Limited capacity, pre-registration encouraged. Learn more online at orcity-library.libcal.com

WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH... | THE DISPLAY SHELF

Each month brings its own set of popular themes, from seasons to holidays and heritage months. To highlight relevant books and make it easier to find high-demand topics, we put them on the Display shelf near the New & Lucky Day section. We also include Staff Picks to fill empty spaces and share some of our favorites with you.

These books are available for checkout, so please take any that interest you! We include a sign listing the monthly holidays, heritage months, and other themes. If you have any suggestions for holidays or occasions you’d like us to include in future displays, please share them with a staff member!

View past newsletters online at www.orcity.org/library/170/Kids